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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our mid-year Outlook report. 

When we look back over the first six months of 2022,  there are numerous events that 
have contributed to what's been a turbulent time for economies across the world. The 
conflict in Ukraine has had far reaching consequences. This, together with global weather 
events, the energy crisis, growing inflation, the ongoing impact of COVID-19 and 
disruption to supply chains, has resulted in a highly volatile environment for the shipping 
industry. 

In this report we take a look at the effect of these factors, including the impact on cargo 
supply, demand and bunker costs. The dry bulk and tanker sectors have witnessed a shift 
in trade flows as alternatives for Russian cargoes have been sought and so earnings have 
been hugely volatile.  The impact of sanctions has resulted in a change of demand 
affecting rates across a number of markets. The S&P market has continued to grow with 
the rest of 2022 showing no sign of slowing down yet. LNG has continued to be affected 
by both demand and the underlying price for gas, and in the derivatives market the 
increasing uncertainty and subsequent risk has had a knock-on impact on FFAs. 

Carbon is a hot topic of conversation, and we continue to work with clients to ensure they 
are ready for the changes that will come in when shipping is included in the EU ETS in 
2024, and also for those keen to be involved in the voluntary carbon market. As the 
global economy collectively holds its breath to see what happens next, our SSY Finance 
team provide advice to clients on their options for ship financing. 

As seaborne trade has become more complicated, disrupted and riskier over the last six 
months,  our role to help our clients navigate these challenges has been brought to the 
fore. Our expert team of research analysts and data experts has continued to provide our 
clients with the most up to date insights, helping them to make informed choices and 
manage their risk effectively. As an organisation we've continued to grow and expand 
into new markets. In January we opened our new office in Athens, and we expanded our 
S&P department with the acquisition of Anchor Shipbroking.  

The first six months of this year have been extraordinary and, along with all our clients, 
we will be carefully watching how the remainder of the year plays out. Over my 20-year 
history with SSY the shipping industry has seen its fair share of major events and if there's 
one thing that's certain, we'll continue to be challenged. The measure of success will be 
our ability to remain flexible and stay on top of the shifting trade patterns.  

On a personal note, this is my last Outlook report I'll be introducing, as I will be retiring 
from SSY at the end of this year. Hopefully before then I will see many of you and I look 
forward to keeping in touch with my many friends among both our colleagues and 
customers. As ever we thank you for your strong support and we look forward to working 
with you for the rest of 2022 and beyond. 

Mark Richardson 

Chairman  
Simpson Spence Young
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Dry bulk trades redrawn 

Another layer of complexity has been added to dry 
bulk freight market fundamentals as a result of war 
in Ukraine.  
 
The effects have been multiple.  
 
The immediate consequences included (1) a loss of 
cargo (in 2021 Ukraine’s grain exports were 50+ Mt, 
with exports of iron ore and other steel-related 
bulks, including pig iron, steel scrap and steel 
products, also directly affected) at a time of global 
supply tightness across many dry commodities, (2) 
a scramble for cargoes, effectively bringing 
demand forward, (3) some longhaul trades and (4) 
higher bunker costs. Of longer-term significance is 
the negative effect on the global economy from 
political instability and resulting inflationary 
pressures. 
 
Even before the invasion of Ukraine, all sectors of 
the dry bulk carrier fleet were affected by cargo 
loss. For Capes, by far the most significant cargo 
losses of note unconnected with war in Ukraine 
were iron ore from Australia and Brazil. Extreme 
wet weather across larger parts of Brazil’s mining 
regions than usual played a major role in squeezing 
monthly iron ore exports in February below 20 Mt 
for the first time since April 2019, in the aftermath 
of the Brumadinho dam disaster. Australian iron ore 
exports failed to generate any notable annual 
growth in the 1q22, and several mining company 
reports for the quarter highlighted the negative 
effect on output from Covid absenteeism in the 
workforce. 
 
Most dramatically, the Indonesian coal export ban, 
a measure intended to ensure adequate affordable 
supplies for the domestic power sector, limited 

Derek Langston 

Head of SSY Consultancy & Research

DRY CARGO
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January exports to just 13.3 Mt, a fraction 
of the 38.3 Mt of exports recorded in 
January last year. The rebound eventually 
produced a monthly record in March, of 
44.3 Mt, which propelled the Supramax 
Indonesian round voyage rate to 
$39,000/day in early March from less than 
$13,500/day in late January. 
 
Indeed, the strength of the sub-Capesize 
Pacific market at the time of the invasion of 
Ukraine played a vital role in supporting 
rates as vessels in and around the Black Sea 
became free. Perhaps counter-intuitively, 
the Supramax market gained ground in the 
month following the invasion (in addition, 
the BSI is weighted 60% to Asia-origin 
routes). In March premiums appeared on 
routes involving any repositioning of vessels 
closer to the Black Sea, where load 
opportunities would be constrained. 
 

While overall export capacity of key 
Atlantic steam coal suppliers is limited by 
logistical issues, official trade data for 
Colombia, South Africa and the US show a 
greater share shipped to Europe. Backhaul 
business from Australia and Indonesia has 
also increased. Russian coal chartering in 
the North Atlantic has lessened. 
 
The main grain trade positives in 2022 
included the strongest 1q on record for 
Argentina’s grain exports, a five-year high 
for Australian grain exports and India’s 
short-lived emergence as a key supplier of 
wheat to global markets. 
 
June’s downward correction in the BDI is 
notable for spanning all sizes, with the 
previously resilient geared sectors also 
coming under pressure across all areas of 
the world. 
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In May India’s authorities, fearful of 
runaway inflation, imposed a sudden 
wheat export ban, and introduced 
prohibitive export taxes on iron ore of 45-
50% (plus a new 15% tax on various 
steel-related bulk exports), so thinning out 
significant sources of cargo supply for 
smaller vessels. 
 
The demand boost from the return of 
several key Chinese industrial bases from 
Covid lockdowns has apparently been 
slow. This year’s strong freight market has 
been achieved despite weaker-than-usual 
imports into China. Customs data for May 
confirm combined imports of coal, iron 
ore and soyabeans were down 40 Mt year-
on-year to 581 Mt in the first five months 
of 2022. This is the lowest January-May 
total for six years.  
 
 
 

Judging by SSY’s calculations on the 
landed cost of steelmaking raw materials 
per tonne of crude steel at a hypothetical 
Asian steel mill, the 2q22 is on track to see 
the smallest implied mill margins for six 
years. This demonstrates the pressures 
faced by integrated steelmakers using iron 
ore and coking coal. 
 
This year is on course for a second 
successive fall in bulker newbuilding 
deliveries, while demolition activity is 
minimal and centred on larger ships. 
 
Finally, the loosening of some 
containership market balances would also 
ease demand for bulkers to carry container 
cargoes, if the downward movement in 
rates can be maintained. From a dry bulk 
freight perspective, this attaches more 
importance to the approach of the peak 
season for container trades in the 3q. 
 
Risk factors for the second half of the year 
now contain some previously unexpected 
ones (the setting up of a “humanitarian” 
grain corridor from Ukraine, the course of 
the war in Ukraine, future sanctions and 
coal’s lingering importance to the energy 
mix) as well as the more usual themes (of 
China’s economic performance and the role 
of fleet inefficiencies). 
 
 
 
     The loosening of some 
containership market 
balances would also ease 
demand for bulkers to carry 
container cargoes if the 
downward movement in 
rates can be maintained. 

“
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The first half of 2022 witnessed tremendous 
volatility in tanker earnings in response to 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, as this swiftly 
reversed the extreme weakness that many 
tanker segments had been experiencing at 
the start of the year. It has altered the 
landscape for the tanker market as trade 
flows are shifting as replacements for 
Russian oil are sought.  
 
The invasion was initially of greatest benefit 
to Aframaxes and Suezmaxes in the 
Atlantic, with Russian-owned vessels 
quickly avoided so squeezing Aframax 
supply while replacement oil was readily 
sourced from the US Gulf. VLCCs were the 
outlier in the market. Earnings in February 
had fallen to their lowest levels since SSY 
records began in 2000. This was largely due 
to still unfavourable pricing structures for 
Atlantic Basin oil to move east and an 
acceleration in Covid cases in Asia with the 
spread of the Omicron variant leading to 
fresh restrictions. This especially weighed 
on Chinese crude import demand with a 
plunge in its refining runs as new lockdowns 
cut oil consumption. Despite a brief rally in 
VLCC rates that followed Aframax and 
Suezmax rates higher in the wake of the 
Russian-Ukraine conflict, earnings here soon 
corrected and scored fresh lows during 2Q.  

Claire Grierson 

Head of Tanker Research
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It was a similarly weak entrance to 1Q22 for 
many clean tanker segments, in particular 
those East of Suez, as rates here had 
rapidly retreated. Some of this was a 
function of Covid-hit demand. Benchmark 
LR2 MEG-Japan earnings in February 
averaged their lowest monthly level since 
SSY records started in 2000. Reduced 
Asian naphtha demand as petchem 
crackers ran at lower levels due to 
weakened margins and cheaper alternative 
feedstocks lowered trade for LRs and these 
competed with MRs for cargoes in both 
East and West of Suez. The use of 
newbuild crude tankers for product 
cargoes further weighed on clean trade. 
But here too the Russian-Ukraine conflict 
caused rates to rally as wide-open 
arbitrages boosted trade from East of Suez 
and the US into Europe, where Russia was 
the major diesel supplier.   
 
In a low oil stock environment for both 
crude and refined products and with most 
oil futures markets in backwardation, the 
“hand to mouth buying” that typically 

ensues will ensure periods of tanker rate 
volatility and vessel supply dislocation 
through the rest of 2022. The replacement 
supplies for Russian oil are already 
translating to greater tanker tonne miles 
for many segments.  
 
For the clean sector, regional oil supply 
imbalances and shortfalls, especially of 
diesel, means increased product tanker 
trade flows this year despite demand 
destruction from higher oil prices. The 
Atlantic basin, especially, will require more 
imported supply as it navigates away its 
dependence on Russian refined oil 
products following the EU’s ban on refined 
product imports by the start of 2023. There 
have been European refinery capacity 
closures since early 2020 so it cannot be 
self-sufficient in filling the Russian loss 
while the region typically produces a 
surplus of gasoline compared with its 
middle distillate needs. International 
Energy Agency (IEA) members in OECD 
Europe pledged since March to release 
refined products from Strategic Petroleum 
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Reserves (SPRs) over a six-month period. 
This should help replace Russian oil but 
the region will still need distillate supplies 
from other areas, such as India, the Middle 
East, the US and Asia.  
 
Vessel supply dislocation is already 
apparent for the LRs as the distillate 
opportunities from East of Suez to the 
west is reducing LR supply East of Suez 
while there is not the replenishment of 
ships coming from the typical west to east 
trade flow moves. Instead, vessels are 
having to ballast longer distances so 
creating fleet inefficiency and a firmer rate 
environment. There is scope for more 
Middle East, Indian and Asian refined 
products to move to Europe and 
elsewhere in the Atlantic given refinery 
capacity additions in the Middle East and 
rising throughputs.  
 
For the crude market, the short to 
medium-haul nature of crude replacement 
needed by Europe (looking to US, North 
Sea, West African and Middle East barrels) 

suggests that Aframaxes and Suezmaxes 
will be subject to volatile trading patterns 
but there are challenges, especially for 
VLCCs. While cargo flows are increasing, 
with Asian refiners ramping up runs due 
to record margins, it is evident that many 
of these refiners have moved away from 
Atlantic suppliers to Middle East crude, so 
keeping tonne miles shorter for VLCCs 
that are instead being utilised increasingly 
for intra-Atlantic routes.  
 
Although there are wider negative factors 
that could affect tanker trade this year, 
including a slowing global economy, high 
energy costs, inflationary pressures and 
Covid responses to consider, the 
unprecedented shift in trade flows ahead 
due to the Russian-Ukraine conflict and 
the longer tanker tonne mile routes that 
are expected, should create a firmer 
earnings scenario than the tanker market 
has experienced since the pandemic 
began.  
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    The replacement supplies for Russian 
oil are already translating to greater 
tanker tonne miles for many segments.  
 

“



As 2022 dawned, there were signs of a recovery in 
the Chemical Tanker market. Improved demand for 
vessel space had started to emerge, particularly in 
Asia and North America as it appeared that 
vaccines were successful at controlling covid, whilst 
the order-book remained almost empty.  
 
The Russian invasion of the Ukraine changed the 
dynamics of the market at a stroke. The cost of 
bunkers increased substantially, forcing ship owners 
to pass the additional cost onto charterers by way 
of increased freight rates. Economic sanctions were 
imposed on specific Russian entities, but an 
additional voluntary ban was applied by most 
Western shipping companies on Russian ports, 
cargoes and charterers.  
 
Such actions brought about a change in trading 
patterns and an important increase in the tonne-
mile. Cargoes that were transported short distances 
from the Baltic to NWE, such as methanol for 
instance were instead brought across the Atlantic or 
from the Middle East. Edible oils from the Black Sea 
to India or China were substituted by South 
American soft oils, or by palm oil, or were railed to 
Poland and then shipped back down to the Med.  
 
With reports of drifting mines, the Black Sea 
became a no-go zone for many ship owners, but 
those who did enter were able command massive 
premiums. 6,000dwt tankers were fixed on t/c for 

SSY 2021 OUTLOOK14

Adrian Brown 

Director SSY Chemical Research
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$32,000-35,000 p/d, far above a typical 
$8,000-9,000 p/d. Even short trips of 3-4 
days with 3,000-5,000t cargoes of vegoil 
from Sulina to Turkey would command 
lumpsum rates of $800-900k, and still 
today achieve such levels. Lengthy delays to 
secure pilotage services in the area caused 
tonnage to back-up, while such earnings 
became a significant inducement to ship 
owners who were prepared to endure the 
risks, and in so doing depleted the rest of 
the European coastal market of vessel 
space, effectively boosting earnings for all 
owners in all other European coastal 
markets.  
 
 
Rising costs of energy in Europe badly 
affected petrochemical production. US 
manufacturing however was mired by heavy 
domestic demand and lengthy plant 
shutdowns, and instead, Asian sellers 
proved to be most competitive. 
Commodities included EDC, MTBE and 

styrene, grades that had hardly ever been 
seen before on this route. Vessel space 
tightened and rates climbed. Competition 
for space was intense thanks to improved 
demand for biodiesel as well as continued 
demand for sulphuric acid. Simultaneously, 
rates for CPP MR’s improved dramatically, 
which in turn caused rates for palm oil and 
molasses to soar. 
 
In the US, despite running at almost full 
capacity, US refiners were unable to keep 
up with consumer demand for gasoline, 
triggering interest in importing octane 
boosters such as MX from Asia, further 
strengthening shipping demand and 
causing rates to double since the start of 
the year. India too experienced substantial 
demand for petrochemicals, and freights 
increased massively. The initial rise in bunker 
costs may be viewed as the catalyst for 
subsequent rate increases, but subsequent 
rate increases greatly exceeded the extra 
cost of bunkers alone. 
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    The Russian invasion of the Ukraine changed 
the dynamics of the market at a stroke.  
 

“
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Chemical Tanker Outlook 2H22 

Nobody was able to predict the events of 1H22 and 
predicting 2H22 will be no less easy. The main factors 
at play are: 

Continued conflict between Russia and Ukraine, 
and possible escalation to involve EU. 

Greater sanctions against Russia and widened to 
include more countries. 

Potential for bunker prices to rise further on 
continued uncertainty in crude oil markets. 

Cost of living crisis. Possibility of both regional and 
global economic recession leading to demand 
destruction and reduced demand globally. 

War weariness. Backlash by populations exposed 
to higher cost of living and fuel and energy costs. 

High cost of European petrochemical 
manufacturing - potential for further long-haul 
imports and localised re-distribution, but fewer 
exports. 

Closer inter-dependence between CPP, edible oils, 
renewables, acids and petrochemical feedstocks.  

Swing tonnage, often perceived as a threat, may 
instead be beneficial. In the West, higher CPP rates 
stimulate chemtanker rates.  In Asia, continued 
arbs for renewables and petrochemical exports 
encourage their greater involvement.  

Risk of covid variants, triggering further lengthy 
lockdowns, especially in China, cutting demand. 

Chemical tankers to continue long ballast legs, 
further reducing vessel availability, unless demand 
stalls, or bunker costs become excessive.  

Forecast of active hurricane season. US production 
set to resume unless impacted by hurricanes. 

Increased earnings by ship owners leading to 
interest in chemical fleet renewal and/or increased 
demand for secondhand purchases, boosting 
vessel values.   

De-carbonisation. Choice of fuel type remains very 
uncertain. Difficult decisions for ship owners. 
Newbuilding costs escalating and reduced yard 
capacity. Limited ability to build stainless steel 
tankers. 
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As we get to the midway point of 2022, we can 
look back on a busy few months across all S&P 
segments. Activity has continued almost without 
pause in the Drybulk and Container sectors, and 
with limited newbuilding options and Tanker 
markets seeing improvements due to the 
unfortunate developments in Ukraine, we have, as 
predicted also seen burgeoning Tanker S&P 
activity both in the older sectors and for more 
modern tonnage.   
 
In the Drybulk sector, the market has fallen from 
previous highs of earlier in the year, with this in 
turn affecting buying sentiment in recent weeks, 
particularly as we get into the traditionally quiet 
summer season. That being said, the orderbook 
remains low and the fundamentals still look 
encouraging, and despite the current lull the 
longer term demand for tonnage particularly 
elusive modern/eco units remains firm. In the 
coming weeks we may end up seeing a widening 
bid/offer spread, and it will be interesting to see 
where prices settle for the tonnage that is 
eventually sold. 
 
Looking back over the first half of the year, we 
saw a significant amount of activity as well as 
increasing prices. By way of comparison, in March 
of 2021, we saw a 4-year-old, large dwt 
Kamsarmax sold for a price in the region of US$ 
29 million. In March of this year, we saw a 3-year-
old Kamsarmax unit sold for US$ 38 million, 
representing a rise of nearly 28% taking into 
account the difference in years. With the increases 
in asset prices in the modern eco sector, as well as 
the strong rates, the more vintage tonnage also 
saw continued interest, especially in the smaller 
sizes. The Handysize market saw a lot of action as 
ships outperformed their larger counterparts, with 
tonnage being fixed for levels of circa US$ 30,000 
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p/d TCE as mid-2022 approached. Asset 
prices in the sector in turn increased, with 
10-year-old 38k dwt Japanese units rising 
by almost 51% year on year. More recently, 
as well as weakened freight markets, the 
drops in the recycling levels have also taken 
some of the heat out of the prices at the 
older end of the market, and this will also be 
a factor for owners of older tonnage to 
consider in the coming months.  
 
For the tanker market, as we moved into 
2022 there were very few signs of life, 
despite the longer term fundamentals 
looking positive. However, in late February, 
with Russian’s invasion of Ukraine, we saw a 
spike in rates due to the inherent risks of 

loading in ports in the Black Sea. This lead 
to a subsequent increase in both interest 
and pricing for Aframaxes and LRII tonnage 
- Kozmino suitable vessels in particular - 
with a number of ships changing hands. As 
sanctions have become tighter and more 
restrictive on Russian exports, ships and 
banks, the sustained rates in the smaller 
sized units have given a new lease of life in 
other segments - from Handies to 
Suezmaxes - and we have seen a 
heightened level of charter rates both on 
the spot and term. At the start of the year, 
we saw 3-year charter rates for eco MRs at 
circa US$ 16,500 p/d, however we have 
more recently been looking at rates for the 
same period stand at levels in the low US$ 
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    The tanker S&P market has been 
more of an area for opportunistic buyers 
over the course of the year which has 
meant the focus has tended to be on 
older tonnage. 

“
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20s. The positive push in rates has firmed 
up sentiment in the Tanker sale and 
purchase market across most sizes, with 
owners increasing their price ideas for sale 
or withdrawing units from the market as 
they fix vessels on TC or for firm spot rates. 
For comparison purposes, it is worth noting 
that in the start of 2022 we saw a 2007 
Japanese Aframax concluded at USD 17.3 
million. However, over recent weeks we have 
seen 2007 and 2009 built Aframax tonnage 
committed at levels in the mid US$ 25s and 
high US$ 27s respectively.  
 
Although the market remains firm on the 
smaller sized units, the same cannot be said 
on the VLCC front where for the most part 

rates remained low. That being said, 
sentiment and activity are increasing, and 
there is a general level of optimism for the 
VLCC market as we move into the second 
half of the year. This has also been reflected 
in recent sales of modern tonnage at 
increased levels for the limited tonnage that 
becomes available. Fundamentals in the 
VLCC fleet are also compelling in the longer 
term, with the LNG and mega Container 
tonnage sucking up shipyard supply, and 
yards quoting levels in the US$ 120s for 
those brave enough to even ask the 
question! This, and the question mark over 
fuelling technology for the larger ships, 
explains the lack of VLCC ordering and the 
lack of any ships set to deliver beyond 2023.  
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After a breakthrough period in the last two 
years, the Container market as been 
seeing a relative slow down, although rates 
still remain firm. Rates in the larger Neo-
Panamax sector (9,000 TEU) were at 
levels of region US$170,000 p/d over Q1 
and Q2 in 2022 comparing to the US$ 
50,000-80,000 we saw during 1H 2021. 
The high levels of charter rates also saw a 
continuation of the likes of CMA CGM and 
MSC purchase ships - as well as taking 
ships on charter. Within June 2022 CMA 
CGM completed the purchase of two units 
of 4,250 TEU containers (Built 2010) at 
US$72 million per vessel, an increase of 
almost 52% from the US$45 million paid 
for a similar unit (built 2009) in Q2 last 
year. With the various macroeconomic 
factors currently in play and consumer 
confidence in decline, it may well be that 
we see continued pressure on the 
container market in the coming months, 
and it will be interesting to see how this 
affects both second hand pricing on the 
container side, as well as the wider view of 
berth availability at the shipyards going 
forward.  
 
On that note, the Newbuilding market has 
seen a significant increase in activity in the 
first half of the year, mainly on the LNG 
and container front with yard slots mostly 
full now until 2026 and beyond for the 
larger vessels, and prices increasing 
significantly. Recent reports that 174k cbm 
LNG tonnage for delivery 2026 has been 
contracted for US$ 240+ million illustrates 
a c.17-18% increase in pricing even since 
the end of 2021, and demand remains very 
strong. With extremely limited berth 
availability for LNG tonnage into 2027 we 
don't see this changing any time soon and 
if anything prices may increase further. 
Likewise, those mid sized Korean yards 

able to offer tanker berths have also been 
busy, with yards filling their capacity for 
2024 and in some cases 2025, particularly 
in the MR and LRII (and aframax 
segments), where there remains a lack of 
modern/eco candidates, and a shrinking 
orderbook. Despite the cooling off in the 
container markets, we expect berth 
availability to remain tight for tanker 
tonnage, with limited options in both 
China and Korea.  
 
As we embark into the second half of 
2022, all the signs are there that we 
should continue to see an interesting 
second hand market in the various 
sectors. Of course current global 
developments divide opinion in terms of 
where the various markets are heading, 
which may mean corrections in some 
markets and price increases in others, and 
it will be interesting to see how the 
volatility, both in markets and opinions, 
influences developments in the S&P sector 
in the coming months.  
 

    As we embark on the 
second half of the year the 
signs for a busy S&P market 
are positive across all 
segments. 

“
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Toby Dunipace 

Head of LNG

LNG MARKET

The LNG shipping market has once again 
been dominated by the roller coaster that is 
the commodity itself, natural gas. The gas 
price environment has been strong all year 
and has not slowed down from the 
momentum that was seen in 2021. January 
and February witnessed the usual seasonal 
downturn for spot LNG shipping, as the 
market came out of the winter period. 
December 2021 was a relatively poor month 
based on historical trends, as the winter in the 
Far East was not as harsh in terms of low 
temperatures compared to the extraordinary 
lows of 2020. There was very limited arbitrage 
on offer between the East and West basins, 
and as a result the early part of the year saw 
rising tonnage lists against shorter tonne 
miles. Despite the poor spot market, the gas 
pricing has remained high so vessels with 
modern technology, namely lower boil off 
containment systems and reliquefaction 
systems installed, remained in high demand. 
The value of cargo on board was, and has 
remained all year, extremely high. The start of 
the year did witness this trend of a poor spot 
market but a healthy term market, a trend that 
was due to become an ongoing roller coaster 
throughout the first half of the year due to the 
unforeseen conflict emerging in Ukraine. 
 
March saw the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
and a shift in market conditions. As Eastern 
Europe was subjected to war, the EU’s 
reliance on Russian gas became all too 
apparent. Economic sanctions came swiftly 
from Western nations, and this only 
highlighted the European Union's 
dependence on Russia. Larger oil and gas 
major players with heavy reliance on the need 
to import gas to Europe (either via pipeline or 
ship) were suddenly faced with a monumental 
reduction in Russian pipeline gas. Given that 
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LNG is the only alternative, these larger 
players reacted quickly to secure freight 
and therefore guarantee energy security 
with unpredictable months looming ahead. 
Whilst fundamentally speaking the 
requirement for tonnage possibly became 
less, as US LNG exports started to point 
more towards Europe as opposed to the 
Far East (and therefore shorter tonne 
miles), the big players were happy to pay 
up for tonnage, “just in case.” The initial 
flurry of fixtures saw term deals being 
concluded well above last done. 
  
We also witnessed a market strongly 
tailored to the FSRU vessel. FSRUs had for 
some time been out of the spotlight. The 
Floating Storage and Regasification 
concept is a vessel that offers instant 
access to regasification – or in other 
words, an LNG import terminal ready to 
use in weeks not years. Given the crises in 
Ukraine and subsequent lack of Russian 
pipeline gas, these vessels suddenly found 
themselves as a hot commodity, and 
Owners charged Charterers accordingly. 

As the market moved into April, term 
deals continued with players securing 
tonnage for 12months to “mitigate” against 
the geopolitical situation. These vessels 
were not necessarily being utilised 
efficiently and appeared as relet tonnage 
on offer, and as a result this kept a lid on 
any spot market improvement. What was 
also noticeable was the continued 
ordering of LNG/Cs at the yards, with a 
further 15 vessels ordered in May. The high 
gas price environment only added more 
incentive for Charterers to lock in long 
term efficient vessels, and Owners have 
ordered accordingly to reflect this 
sentiment, despite the rising price (at time 
of publishing, $240m / unit for delivery 
2026). 
  
May was considerably slow as Eid and 
Golden Week were amongst the national 
holidays being celebrated across the 
Middle and Far East. This was short lived, 
as the early to mid-part of the month 
exploded into life with the Atlantic 
recording at least 5 spot fixtures in a single 
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week which depleted a good chunk of open 
tonnage, with prompt availability becoming 
so tight some cargoes were not able to find 
a vessel.  
 
Notably, all the fixtures in the West were 
against Tri-Fuel and Steam propulsion. 
Fixtures were a little slower after that, but 
we finally managed to see July cargoes get 
locked away. Period chartering continued to 
be prevalent, with several deals ranging from 
multi-month to new buildings. Term shipping 
was continuously bullish and the rates for 12 
months of shipping rose to the highest seen 
in a while. 
  
Gas prices throughout this early to mid-
period of May were high following Russian 
disruptions as European pricing pulled firmly 
away from JKM and Europe also faced some 
competition from South America for LNG 
volumes out of the USG. 
  
June began strongly with deals hitting the 
6-figure mark for a 1H July lifting in USG, 
basis delivery at its last discharge port in 

Europe, and another in the $70Ks basis 
delivery at its last discharge port in the Far 
East despite the fact it would be loading in 
the USG. Posidonia, although perhaps 
slowing the flow of discussions, did not 
hinder the market levels. LNG was centre 
stage for many who attended all the 
various parties in Vouliagmeni, Glyfada, and 
the other regions in Athens while at the 
same time Owners were asking for 6 figure 
sums for spot deals (for TFDEs and 2 
Strokes), both East and West, with perhaps 
just south of $100,000 / day in the East 
(for TFDEs). However, the bull market was 
not to last for ever without a halt, as an 
explosion of Freeport saw the handbrake 
put on. This facility shutdown is expected 
to cause a 97-day outage with an 
equivalent loss of 3.99mn t of LNG, or 
around 57 cargoes summer deals. This 
impact of this explosion is possibly a major 
turning point for 2022. 

    March saw the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine and a shift 
in market conditions. As 
Eastern Europe was subjected 
to war the EU’s reliance on 
Russian gas became all too 
apparent. 

“
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Przemek Koralewski 
Head of Futures Business Development

DERIVATIVES  
REVIEW

2022 so far has proven to be another year of 
increasing uncertainty about the state of the global 
economy. We have witnessed increasing risks due to 
supply chain disruptions, the invasion of Ukraine and 
all this while global economies grapple with surging 
inflation not seen in decades. 
 
With increasing uncertainty, we usually see an 
increase in trading activities in derivatives as the 
physical players more actively hedge, while financial 
counterparts attracted by the volatility tend to be 
more active. 
 
This year we have seen the forces pulling traders in 
both directions. On the one side, uncertainty around 
supply chains is still very high while on the other, 
inflation and central banks responses can put a 
question mark on future demand. 
 

FFA & Options Volumes
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It would be a surprise if we did not see this in 
the FFA volumes. In the second quarter we 
saw a decline in volumes compared to Q2-
2021, however it is worth noting that this 
decline is from a very high base and aside 
from Panamax we are still seeing the volumes 
above those in Q2-2020. 

Within the FFA space we are bullish on how 
the Handysize and Supramax markets have 
been developing over the past couple years. 
Both are showing the strongest growth in 
relative terms, and we are also observing 
increasing interest from physical players with 
exposure in these segments. 

It is always worth looking at trading volumes 
in relation to open interest as a sign of health 
of the market. Since the beginning of 2019 
we have seen huge growth in Open Interest 
across all vessel sizes. Even with a slight 
decline in some contracts the total number of 
open interest is a good sign of the strong 
foundations underlying the FFA market, trust 
in the contracts and relevance as hedging 
tools and investment opportunities.  

Staying with open interest, we are seeing 
the majority of the open interest in FFAs 
and Options in the larger vessels, Capes 
and Panamaxes, however the share of 

Quarterly Volume Changes vs same period in 2021 & 2020

CAPESIZE PANAMAX SUPRAMAX

Q2-22 vs Q2-21 -25% -46% -25%

Q1-22 vs Q1-21 11% -17% 12%

Q2-22 vs Q2-20 6% -8% 32%

Q1-22 vs Q1-20 44% 51% 107%
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    Even with a slight decline in some contracts 
the total number of open interest is a good 
sign of the strong foundations underlying the 
FFA market, trust in the contracts and 
relevance as hedging tools and investment 
opportunities.  

“
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Panamax OI has dropped by a few 
percentage points in the first half of 2022 in 
favour of the other vessels. 

Moving on to everybody’s favourite topic in the 
shipping world - Carbon! Our desk at SSY 
Futures has been busy educating and 
onboarding clients that are eager to be ready 
for the changes resulting from the inclusion of 
Shipping in the EU ETS. There is still uncertainty 
around the implementation as lawmakers 
negotiate details. Yet one thing is certain, the 
regulation will impact us, and we are ready to 
be your partner in navigating the world of 
carbon credit derivatives! 

The buzz around carbon markets is not just 
limited to the compliance markets, we are 
seeing increasing interest to understand the 
Voluntary Carbon Markets. Our Carbon desk 
has been focusing on providing customers with 
the opportunity to access high quality carbon 
credits whether that is for offsetting voyages or 
promoting the green agenda. We certainly are 
looking forward to helping your business in this 
area! 

Spot Time Charter Prices 
The first half of this year for the Time Charter 
Averages has really been a game of two halves. 
In the first quarter prices increased and made 
some recovery from the dip in Q4 of 2021. 
However, in Q2, together with muted volumes 
relative to Q1, the prices started drifting lower 
as a result of participants weighing the 
downside and upside risks in the global 
economy. 

Moving into the second half of the year we are 
expecting the theme to remain largely the same 
while the world rebalances itself to find the new 
equilibrium with higher interest rates, 
geopolitical risks, and supply chain shifts. It has 
been a very long time since economies and 
businesses were required to navigate such a 
rapidly changing environment and this will 
certainly impact the market. In these times it is 
always good to focus on sustainable execution, 
hedge physical risks and look for opportunities 
in the paper market. From the SSY Futures 
desk, we wish you a prosperous second half of 
2022! 
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FFACapeOI 42%

FFAPmxOI 36%

FFASuprOI 20%

FFAHsOI 2%

OptionsPmxOI 60%

OptionsCapeOI 36%

OptionsSuprOI 3%

FFA Open Interest 
COB 20/06/2022

Options Open Interest 
COB 20/06/2022
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    It has been a very long time since economies and 
businesses were required to navigate such a rapidly changing 
environment and this will certainly impact the market.  

“



SSY FINANCE
Ben Grenier,  
Christian Dechsling 
& Henry MacLellan

Quasi-Equity JVs: Creative 
Financing Solutions 

Joint Ventures (JVs) within the maritime 
industry have been prevalent for decades. In 
the run-up to the financial crash, several 
global Private Equity firms actively took 
positions in partnerships with well-established 
shipping managers. The attraction was clear: 
the opportunity to deploy meaningful 
amounts of capital into a relatively liquid asset 
class, readily available and cost-efficient debt, 
outsized levered-return potential, while 
leveraging the support of seasoned managers 
for operational know-how.  For the managers, 
the benefits were perhaps even more obvious 
(albeit on a different risk-reward profile): an 
opportunity to grow their fleet while 
conserving capital, with the added advantage 
of consistent management fee streams.  

However, for all those professional investors 
who called the cycle correctly, numerous 
funds suffered losses during the market 
downturns and despite the strong 
performance across most shipping markets 
today, many will be reluctant to return.    

That all being said, there remains a substantial 
group of capital providers for whom shipping 
is a key component within their portfolios.  
These tend to be the more experienced 
shipping investors who maintain sustainable 
return expectations and typically adopt a 
research-led and countercyclical investment 
approach.   

In addition, we are now observing a number 
of new funds attempting to enter the market 
as they seek new opportunities for real asset 
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exposure in a global inflationary 
environment.  However, we also note that 
some of these funds are structuring their 
investments differently, paying close 
attention to the pitfalls suffered by others 
historically. Loosely, one could define 
these type of investors as ‘quasi-equity’ 
providers.  For these groups, downside 
protection and well-managed cost 
structures are key, while at the same time 
leaving the door open for upside returns 
if they make the right call.  These 
‘preferred’ investors are offering owners 
an alternative avenue of shipping 
partnerships that are invariably flexible 
and tailored to the owner’s trading 
strategy. 

Objectives & Key Benefits 
For owners looking to raise significant 
amounts of capital at high LTVs (e.g. in 
excess of 70%), there has often been a 
trade-off between calling the market 
early enough to take advantage of asset 
upswings, while at the same time, 
sustaining manageable cost break-even 
rates in a lower income environment. 

The alternative capital (sale & leaseback) 
providers have for a while nicely filled the 
gap between the traditional banks (who 
offer lower LTVs) and common equity 
investors (who wouldn’t create a drag on 
earnings but expect control and 
influence).  However, during the lower 
points of the cycle, the alternative debt 
investors had to place increasingly 
reliance on parent guarantees, 
amortization holidays, defined vessel 
employment and / or greater share (and 
risk) of the residual asset value to meet 
their return requirements – a combination 
that often doesn’t suit either lender or 
borrower. One potential solution: quasi-
equity capital. 
 
The premise is simple – the investor 
allows the owner to retain full operational 
control and rights to re-acquire the vessel 
on maturity while generating limited (or 
potentially zero) yield in return for a 
share in the upside of the vessel’s 
earnings and / or asset value once certain 
hurdles have been reached. For 
underwriting a capital floor and sharing 
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upside, the owners typically face lower 
debt service payments throughout the 
tenor. 
 
While the concept of profit sharing and 
structured capital is nothing new within 
shipping, it has only been recent months 
that we have seen a growing number of 
financial investors willing to offer 
‘standardized’ products to cater for this 
niche.  Indeed, some of the well-established 
alternative debt providers are seeing the 
advantage of allocating a proportion of 
their funds to this strategy as they seek to 
differentiate their offer in an increasingly 
competitive marketplace.   

Example Structures 
As the saying goes – there are many ways 
to ‘skin a cat’ when structuring a shipping 
investment that incorporates preferential 
rights.  However, adaptations of the familiar 
finance leasing model perhaps offer the 
most practical way to implement such 
arrangements.  As with any finance lease, 
the investor retains legal title to the asset 
and charters the vessel back to the 

operator (Lessee) who benefits from the 
‘quiet enjoyment’ associated with such 
agreements. Upon expiry, the vessel is sold 
back to the Lessee. 
 
A simple way to incorporate equity-like 
features into these leases is to include a 
Put-Call ‘collar’ exit mechanism.  In 
conjunction with a low BB rate to minimize 
break-evens, the Lessor retains a Put 
Option set to cover any market downside 
scenario (a ‘make-whole’ provision).  
Conversely, the Lessee retains Call Options 
(typically from ~2-3 yrs onwards).  The Call 
Option price on maturity will be set to offer 
the investor a share of upside relative to 
the historical mean, while the Lessee 
retains all net profits in excess of the Call 
price.  If the exit market value falls within 
the Put-Call pricing ‘corridor’, the Base 
Case has likely prevailed, and the parties 
would logically dispose of the asset into 
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    We are now observing a 
number of new funds 
attempting to enter the 
market as they seek new 
opportunities for real asset 
exposure in a global 
inflationary environment.  

“
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the open market (or reach a settlement 
between themselves) and split the residual 
value in line with negotiated terms. 
 
As an alternative to setting a fixed BB rate, 
the preferred investor could offer a more 
sophisticated structure that allows for 
fluctuations in earnings as well.  For 
example, one such approach is to set a floor 
BB rate (payable in advance) equivalent to 
the senior bank debt service payments 
underlying the vessel.  Assuming the 
investor chooses to back-lever their own 
position (e.g. LTV: 50 – 60%), the BB rate 
charged by the Lessor would be equivalent 
to the senior loan amortization and interest 
payments which are effectively a pass-
through cost to the bank and do not 
necessarily include any margin for the 
Lessor.  In addition to the floor BB payment, 
the Lessee makes a top-up payment to the 
Lessor in arrears for a split of any deemed 
profits over and above operating expenses 
and floor BB payments combined (i.e. the 
investor’s yield).  The precise profit split 
would ultimately be a negotiation between 

the parties, as well as a function of the LTV 
and trading strategy, amongst others.  

Conclusion 
Naturally, for two parties to enter into any 
JV arrangement with aligned risks, they 
would need to share a positive outlook for 
the target market.  Therefore, at certain 
points in the cycle, quasi-equity may not be 
the right answer. On the other hand, when 
the earnings are under pressure, but 
ambitious owners want to expand their 
fleet, retain management control and take 
advantage of lower asset prices, these 
partnerships could be the perfect tool in 
their financing armoury. 
 
The SSY Finance team is comprised of 
experienced and dedicated finance 
professionals focused on advising and 
sourcing bespoke capital solutions for its 
shipping client base. The team maintains a 
global investor network and we would be 
delighted to discuss any maritime financing 
objectives you may have, including the 
themes discussed in the article above.

    When the earnings are under pressure, but 
ambitious owners want to expand their fleet, 
retain management control and take 
advantage of lower asset prices, these 
partnerships could be the perfect tool in their 
financing armoury. 

“
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Alastair Stevenson 

Head of Digital Analytics

Over the first six months of 2022, 
international shipping carbon emissions have 
continued on an upward trajectory and, 
according to Marine Benchmark estimates, 
are now estimated to have surpassed 850 
million tonnes on an annual basis, 1.3% above 
2021 levels. While this analysis picks up all 
vessels over 100 GT, it does exclude non-IMO 
registered vessels. 
 
The increase in emissions reflects a 
combination of fleet growth, pandemic 
recovery and, in some cases, a trend towards 
longer ton-mile trading routes – especially 
stemming from the Ukraine-Russia war. 
Emissions growth is apparent in nearly all 
sectors, including the tanker, chemical, LNG 
and bulker fleets. 
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IMO Response 
The growth in emissions has added pressure 
to the IMO Maritime Environmental 
Protection Committee (MEPC) to bolster its 
climate strategy. For its part, at the recent 
MEPC78 meeting in June, the MEPC 
“reiterated its commitment to review and 
strengthen the IMO Initial Strategy (from 
2018) with a view to adopting a revised 
strategy in mid-2023.” 
 
The MEPC78 meeting also adopted some 
practical changes to the CII calculation and 
verification process, including provisions and 
adjustment factors for ice class fleets, 
deductible days (covering emergencies or 
ice conditions), STS and shuttle tanker 
adjustments, as well as eliminating non-
propulsion energy consumption (eg, boilers 
or refrigeration). However, unlike the EEXI 
where compliance is part of the International 
Energy Efficiency (IEE) certification, there 
are no regulatory consequences for a vessel 
rating E (or D for three consecutive years) 
beyond documenting a corrective action 
plan on the vessel’s SEEMP. Since the 
purpose of IMO’s short term measures is, 
ultimately, to reduce actual CO2 emissions, 
vessel owners might also consider the 
possibility of CII measures becoming more 
stringent over time. 

SSY Digital Analytics analysis suggests that 
approximately three in four bulkers and 
tankers are unlikely to meet EEXI 
requirements in the first instance though, 
paradoxically, the actual supply loss and 
effect on vessel operations are likely to be 
small. This occurs as the engine limitations to 
attain EEXI compliance rarely impede 
operational speeds. Our analysis assumes an 
overridable engine power limitation (oEPL) 
compliance pathway and does not account 
for other vessel modification not represented 
in the S&P Global shipping database 
(formerly IHS Markit). 

European ETS 
Shipping will, finally, be included in the 
European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme 
(ETS) from 2024 as part of the #Fitfor55 
package of amendments – two years later than 
originally planned. All vessels over 5,000 GT 
will need to offset their annual carbon 
emissions on European voyages by surrendering 
an equivalent number of emission allowances.  
 
In part, the inclusion of shipping in the ETS is a 
reflection of frustration among some member 
states of the slower IMO progress. If market-
based mechanisms are eventually implemented 
by the IMO then the possibly exists for Europe 
to revisit shipping’s inclusion in the ETS. 
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Last minute political wrangling within the 
EU Parliament had initially rejected the 
#Fitfor55 package and the amendments 
proposed by its own ENVI committee. 
Eventually these objections were overcome, 
and the package passed on June 22. The 
modified package will be debated at a 
trialogue between the European 
Commission, Parliament, and Council, likely 
this September, for final approval which is 
expected to be forthcoming.  
 
Aside from being delayed another year, 
there were several important changes in the 
#Fitfor55 package approved by the 
commission. These include: 
• Clarification of the EU’s expectation 

that, in line with their polluter pays 
principle, the cost of the allowances 
should fall on the entity ultimately 
responsible for the decisions affecting 
the CO2 emissions of the ship. In many 
cases this will be the chartering party 
and will require contractual 
modifications to time charter 
documents. BIMCO has already issued a 
proposed clause reflecting this change. 

• Elimination of the ETS phase in period, 
which had previously discounted 
emissions between 2023-2025. 

• Approval of 50% markdown on 
international voyage emissions but only 
through 2027. Beyond 2027, international 
voyage emission will need to be fully 
offset unless the third country has 
implemented an EU approved pricing 
mechanism aimed at lowering carbon 
emissions. Meanwhile, all intra EU voyage 
emissions are assessed at 100%. 

 
There are other less publicised shipping-
related elements of the #Fitfor55 package, 
such as the creation of the Ocean Fund and 
the Fuel EU Maritime initiative, that owners 
would be well-advised to monitor. The 
Ocean Fund, created from ETS revenue, will 
support projects that assist the transition to 
an energy efficiency and climate resilient 
maritime sector, while the Fuel EU Maritime 
initiative is also aimed at maritime 
decarbonisation and includes a well-to-
wake (WtW) vessel performance metrics 
that owners will need to abide by before 
2025.
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    SSY Digital Analytics analysis suggests 
that approximately three in four bulkers 
and tankers are unlikely to meet EEXI 
requirements in the first instance though, 
paradoxically, the actual supply loss and 
effect on vessel operations are likely to 
be small.   

“
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